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ABSTRACT
Planar superconducting microwave transmission line resonators can be operated at multiple harmonic resonance frequencies. This allows
covering wide spectral regimes with high sensitivity, as it is desired, e.g., for cryogenic microwave spectroscopy. A common complication
of such experiments is the presence of undesired “spurious” additional resonances, which are due to standing waves within the resonator
substrate or housing box. Identifying the nature of individual resonances (“designed” vs “spurious”) can become challenging for higher
frequencies or if elements with unknown material properties are included, as is common for microwave spectroscopy. Here, we discuss
various experimental strategies to distinguish designed and spurious modes in coplanar superconducting resonators that are operated in a
broad frequency range up to 20 GHz. These strategies include tracking resonance evolution as a function of temperature, magnetic field, and
microwave power. We also demonstrate that local modification of the resonator, by applying minute amounts of dielectric or electron spin
resonance-active materials, leads to characteristic signatures in the various resonance modes, depending on the local strength of the electric
or magnetic microwave fields.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0152461

I. INTRODUCTION

Planar superconducting resonators, fabricated from supercon-
ducting thin films on insulating substrates, play an important role
for cryogenic on-chip applications and in various research fields.
In quantum information processing, superconducting resonators
couple microwave photons to individual solid-state quantum bits
or ensembles of quantum systems.1–9 In astronomy and particle
physics, highly sensitive kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) can eas-
ily be multiplexed.10–13 In solid state spectroscopy,14–16 planar super-
conducting resonators probe the microwave properties of numerous
material classes of interest, ranging from conventional17–25 and
unconventional superconductors26–34 to heavy-fermion metals,14,35

quantum paraelectrics,36,37 various magnetic and spin systems,38–44

and dielectric thin films.45–47

Realization of on-chip superconducting resonators can follow
different approaches, such as lumped element resonators48,49 or
transmission line resonators.50,51 The latter employs one of various
transmission line geometries (e.g., coplanar, microstrip, or stripline);
here, a line segment of a certain length with open or short ends
defines a one-dimensional resonator. The higher resonance modes
of transmission line resonators are harmonics, which in the sim-
plest case are spaced equally in frequency, and they have transverse
field distributions corresponding to the fundamental mode. These
properties are advantageous for microwave spectroscopy applica-
tions because they allow to conveniently cover a rather wide fre-
quency range combined with high sensitivity and straightforward
data analysis.14,15,17,52,53 Typical spectral ranges span from 1 to
20 GHz and beyond.24,25,31,36,54 If one operates a superconducting
on-chip resonator in such a broad frequency range, one typically
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encounters various additional resonances that are undesired and
that stem, e.g., from standing waves in the dielectric substrate or
in the metallic sample holder box, or from asymmetric slotline
modes.4,16,55 For a superconducting microwave device operating at
a single frequency or in a narrow frequency range,12 the microwave
environment (e.g., sample box) can often be optimized such that
all the parasitic modes are shifted to frequency ranges that are
not relevant for the particular device, usually this means to higher
frequencies.55,56 Also, slotline modes can often be eliminated by,
e.g., bridging wirebonds. But for spectroscopy studies, avoiding such
parasitic resonances completely usually is not possible. Then, it is
crucial to identify which of the detected resonances are the designed
resonator harmonics and which are the parasitic modes. This is
straightforward if the harmonics are evenly distributed in frequency.
But the material properties to be determined in microwave spec-
troscopy can exhibit substantial frequency dependence,37,57–61 and
thus the resulting resonator frequencies are not known beforehand
and might not be spaced evenly in frequency. Similarly, the fre-
quencies of resonators based on strongly disordered or granular
superconductors, featuring high kinetic inductance,21,62–65 might be
difficult to predict, in particular, when the superconducting prop-
erties go beyond conventional Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS)
behavior.66–68 In all such cases, identifying whether an observed
resonance is one of the designed modes or parasitic can become
challenging. Here, we present various strategies how one can char-
acterize such higher-frequency modes and determine their nature.
We describe these strategies for coplanar resonators, but they are
also applicable to other planar geometries, such as coplanar stripline,
microstrip, or stripline (triplate).

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
We present and discuss data that are mostly obtained with two

different coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator designs, labeled Rf
and Rp, as shown in Fig. 1. Each resonator is fabricated by optical
lithography (with etching) from a Nb layer with 300 nm thickness,
which was sputtered in a multi-purpose high-vacuum deposition
system69 onto a dielectric substrate.

We employ λ/4-resonators (with λ the wavelength in the CPW)
that are coupled to their feedlines by parallel straight sections of the
CPWs of length lc.

The first case, Rf shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), consists of
a coplanar resonator fabricated on a TiO2 substrate, forming the
so-called flip-chip, which is mounted above a copper feedline that
is deposited on a separate sapphire (Al2O3) chip. The distance
between both chips is ≈50 μm, and the coupling arm of the res-
onator on the flip-chip and the copper feedline faces each other.70

The dielectric constant of TiO2, between 110 and 260 depending
on crystallographic direction,71–73 is rather high, and thus harmonic
and parasitic modes incorporating the TiO2 can occur at comparably
low frequencies.

The second case, Rp, shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), employs a
sapphire chip with feedline and two resonators, respectively, labeled
Rp1 and Rp2 arranged in the same plane, i.e., both resonators can be
addressed with a single microwave line like multiplexed devices.10,12

These CPW resonators have meander shape to allow low fundamen-
tal frequencies for a small chip area, which in fact is a strategy to
suppress parasitic box modes.

FIG. 1. Schematic resonator designs of (a) the flip-chip setup (labeled Rf) and the
(b) on-plane setup (labeled Rp), and (c) photograph and (d) design of the actual
devices. For Rf, the resonator chip (Nb on TiO2) is held face-to-face slightly above
a separate feedline chip (Cu on sapphire), while for Rp two resonators and a feed-
line are fabricated from the same Nb layer on a sapphire substrate. The dashed
line in (c) indicates the position of the resonator on the lower side of the TiO2 sub-
strate. The two resonators in (d) are labeled Rp1 and Rp2 for distinction. lc is the
coupling length of the resonators.

The λ/4-resonators of both chips, Rf and Rp, support reso-
nances at odd multiples n = 1, 3, 5, . . . of the fundamental mode
frequency f0,

fn = n f0 = n ⋅ c(4l neff)
−1, (1)

where c is the vacuum speed of light, l the resonator’s total length,
and neff the effective refractive index of the CPW. Assuming a per-
fect conductor for the CPW central line and ground planes, one can
relate neff =

√
ϵeff. Here, the effective dielectric constant ϵeff depends

on the CPW geometry and the dielectric constants ϵ of the materials
that are used, e.g., sapphire or TiO2. We incorporated the finite and
temperature-dependent penetration depth of the superconducting
film, which also affects the resonant frequency, into the generic para-
meter neff. In spectroscopy applications, the frequency dependence
of neff is a key piece of information.

The microwave chips were mounted in brass boxes, and mea-
surements of the complex transmission coefficient Ŝ21 through
the feedlines were performed using a vector network analyzer
(VNA) and a 4He cryostat with superconducting magnet and
variable-temperature insert for temperatures T down to 2 K.

The superconducting transition Tc is around 8.6 K for device Rf
and around 7.4 K for device Rp. Here, Tc was determined from the
off-resonant transmission coefficient ∣Ŝ21∣ as a function of temper-
ature. Upon cooling, this ∣Ŝ21∣ shows a clear increase at T = Tc due
to the suppressed losses within the superconducting film. For both
samples, this transition extends over ∼0.5 K, and we define Tc as the
onset temperature upon cooling. The observed Tc values are well
below Tc ≈ 9.2 K for bulk Nb, but such a suppressed Tc is commonly
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found for Nb thin films,74 in particular, if their growth procedure is
not meticulously optimized.

For the microwave power-dependent measurements, ampli-
fier and attenuator were used to reach higher power levels up to
17dBm. Since our highest employed frequency is 20 GHz while
the low-temperature superconducting energy gap of Nb is around
750 GHz,75 we restrict our analysis using the assumption of fre-
quency being much smaller than the energy gap, which might not
rigorously hold for temperatures close to Tc.

From the Ŝ21 spectra, each resonance is fitted using the
following function:76

Ŝ21 = ei2π f τ̂
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

Â
( f − fm) + i fb,m

2

+ v̂3 + v̂4( f − fm)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (2)

Here, fm is the resonance frequency, fb,m is the bandwidth
where the generic index m includes designed and spurious reso-
nances, Â is a complex amplitude, τ̂ is a complex time constant,
and the complex coefficients v̂3 and v̂4 model the background as
first-order Taylor expansion. Qm = fm/ fb,m is the experimentally
observed loaded quality factor of the resonance. Real and imaginary

parts of Ŝ21( f ) are fitted simultaneously. The discussion below will
concentrate on fm and Qm.

For a clear presentation of the numerous observed resonance
modes, we use the following color coding in several figures below
(Figs. 3-6, 8 and 10): for data obtained with Rf, the harmonic modes
are plotted in shades of blue and black, with dashed and straight lines
to distinguish adjacent modes. For the very numerous modes ana-
lyzed for the Rp device, the harmonic modes of the first resonator
Rp1 are plotted in shades of blue, green, and yellow, and the modes
of the second resonator Rp2 are plotted in shades of gray. Parasitic
modes are plotted in shades of red for both Rf and Rp resonators.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Spectra

In Fig. 2, broadband spectra of the flip-chip setup Rf and the
on-plane setup Rp are shown for T = 2 K. In both cases, the back-
ground signal shows an overall decrease due to the transmission-line
losses generally increasing with frequency for the CPW feedline
and for the coaxial cables that connect the VNA and the cryo-
genic chip. Characteristic sharp minima in the spectra, indicated by
arrows, arise for the designed harmonic modes as well as for the

FIG. 2. Transmission coefficient ∣Ŝ21∣ of the (a) flip-chip setup Rf and (b) on-plane setup Rp measured at temperature T = 2 K. The insets show zoom-ins with fits to exemplary
resonances. In (a), the labels of the resonances indicate the number n of the harmonics [following Eq. (1)] for the designated resonator modes whereas the number p simply
enumerates the parasitic modes that were analyzed.
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undesired parasitic resonances. In Fig. 2(a), the desired harmonic
resonator modes are identified by their frequencies roughly equal-
ing odd multiples of the fundamental frequency of 0.75 GHz, and
the remaining resonances are labeled parasitic. One reason why in
Fig. 2(a) the frequencies of the harmonics are not exactly multi-
ples of the fundamental frequency is the anisotropy of the TiO2
combined with the varying contributions of the different crystal-
lographic directions to the resonator response due to the standing
wave pattern of the modes within the resonator. The assignment in
Fig. 2(b) is complicated by the presence of two resonators but some-
what simplified by the less pronounced anisotropy of the sapphire
substrate; therefore, the odd multiples of the two fundamental res-
onances can be established straightforwardly where the remaining
resonances are labeled parasitic again. While all expected resonator
harmonics are observed for the covered spectral range, the n = 7
mode of Rf is very weak and thus this particular harmonic will not be
considered below.

B. Temperature dependence
The strong temperature dependence of superconducting prop-

erties can be used to distinguish designed and parasitic modes, as

shown in Fig. 3. For simpler comparison, the resonance frequen-
cies are normalized to their respective values at 2 K, and while the
main panels show the data for the full temperature range (from 2 K
up to the highest temperature where the modes can still be properly
distinguished from the background), the insets show in more detail
the temperature ranges where the temperature-dependent evolution
of the modes becomes evident. One clearly sees that the data for
the different modes form bundles of curves with similar behavior,
and both for Rf and for Rp the parasitic modes have a weaker tem-
perature dependence than the designated resonator modes. For a
simple superconducting resonator based on a transmission line such
as CPW, the transverse field distribution for all designated modes
is equivalent, and therefore the temperature-dependent penetration
depth of the superconductor will affect all resonator modes in the
same fashion, via neff in Eq. (1),15 and this is basically what one
sees in Fig. 3. Then it might come as a surprise that for the two
CPW resonators of Rp in Fig. 3(b), which are fabricated within
the same Nb layer and have the same lateral dimension of the
CPW, the temperature evolution of the resonance frequencies is
different with separating bundles of curves for increasing temper-
ature. This can be explained if one assumes that the film quality
of the Nb layer differs throughout different parts of the overall

FIG. 3. Resonance frequencies fm in dependence of the temperature T for the Rf case in (a) and Rp case in (b). The resonance frequencies are normalized to the respective
value at 2 K. The main panels show the complete temperature range, from 2 K up to the highest temperature where the modes were detected, and the insets show in more
detail smaller temperature ranges.
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chip, and thus the “local Tc” might differ between resonators 1 and
2, and also from the value Tc ≈ 7.4 K determined for the feed-
line. With our motivation in the field of microwave spectroscopy
of unconventional materials in mind, the sputter deposition of Nb
was neither optimized for the different substrates70 nor for homo-
geneity of the films. Therefore, Tc variations between the samples
and within each chip can be expected, which would be consistent
with the above observation that Tc along the CPW feedline is not
very sharp. Minute quality and thus Tc variations within the Nb
layer can also explain why the designated modes for each resonator,
including the case in Fig. 3(a), slightly differ in their temperature
evolution.

Here, we have assumed that the temperature dependence of fn
is fully governed by the superconducting film. This assumption is
justified in the present study because all other parameters that enter
in Eq. (1) can be assumed constant in this temperature range, e.g.,
the dielectric constants of TiO2 or sapphire.54,77

Also for the parasitic modes, which reside within the resonator
chip and/or the housing box and thus can have as relevant fur-
ther materials only metals, the superconducting film will have the
strongest temperature dependence. Indeed, the temperature depen-
dence for parasitic modes in Fig. 3 is much less than the designated
resonances. This means that for parasitic modes a much smaller frac-
tion of the mode volume concerns the superconducting film. This

matches the expectations for either undesired one-dimensional slot-
line modes of the CPW or three-dimensional modes that include the
bulk of the substrate and/or the volume within the sample box. The
situation might be different if other strongly temperature-dependent
materials are involved.37,78–80

Data like those shown in Fig. 3 can be analyzed based
on the expected temperature-dependent conductivity of
superconductors,15,18–21,65 e.g., using the Mattis–Bardeen equations
or more complex approaches. Our experience is that both designed
harmonics and parasitic modes can be fitted to such temperature
evolutions, and thus the respective “fit quality” does not help much
to distinguish between these types of resonances.

The temperature dependence of the quality factor Q is shown
in Fig. 4 for the different modes, and in Fig. 5 as normalized
Q(T)/Q(2 K). Again one can clearly distinguish the desired res-
onator modes from the undesired parasitic ones, as they appear
separated in Fig. 5: while the former decreases with increasing tem-
perature already starting around 2 K, the latter have much weaker
temperature dependence and decrease substantially only close to Tc.
But compared to the resonance frequencies in Fig. 3, the Q data do
not assemble closely to bundles, and this has several reasons: first, the
microwave losses of a superconducting resonator strongly depend
on frequency, which is due to the characteristic low-frequency prop-
erties of the complex optical conductivity σ̂ of superconductors,81

FIG. 4. Measured quality factor Q in dependence of the temperature T for the Rf case in (a) and Rp case in (b) of the modes measured in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 5. Measured quality factor Q in dependence of the temperature T for the Rf case in (a) and Rp case in (b) of the modes measured in Fig. 2. The quality factor is
normalized to Q(T = 2 K).

and thus the absolute Q of designated harmonics shown in Fig. 4
have a very strong frequency dependence in the low-temperature
limit, roughly corresponding to 1/ f .51 In a similar fashion, the tem-
perature evolution of σ̂ also varies for different frequencies,81,82 and
thus no matching temperature dependence can be expected for the
Q of different resonant frequencies even when normalized (Fig. 5).
Furthermore, there are various physical phenomena affecting Q.
If there are separate loss mechanisms, one can assign a charac-
teristic Q to each of those, and the total, loaded Qtotal that we
determine from the experiment is the inverse sum of the inverse
respective Qs. For superconducting planar resonators, this might
read as

1
Qtotal

=
1

Qsc
+

1
Qcoupl

+
1

Qdiel
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , (3)

where Qsc quantifies Ohmic losses in the superconductor, Qcoupl cou-
pling losses to the microwave readout, Qdiel dielectric losses (in the
substrate), and further contributions might consider radiation losses
or losses in metallic components within the respective mode volume.
As discussed, Qsc strongly depends on frequency and temperature,
and we have clear expectations based on the well-known σ̂( f , T) of
conventional superconductors.81,82 For the designated CPW modes,

Qdiel should be negligible here due to the choice of low-loss sub-
strates, and Qcoupl, which is governed by geometrical parameters like
lc, for spectroscopy applications usually is designed to be rather high.
In this case, Qsc represents the dominant loss channel and should
obtain the strong frequency and temperature dependences discussed
above. But if other mechanisms also contribute, e.g., quantified by
a term Qspur of unclear origin that affect the spurious resonances
and limit their Q to values of order a few hundred, then the strong
temperature dependence of possible Qsc contributions with abso-
lute values above, e.g., 1000 for temperatures well below Tc, will
not affect much the Qtotal of the spurious modes, exactly as we see
in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the Qs of parasitic modes change little with
temperature except close to Tc, in stark contrast to the designed
CPW resonances. These characteristics lead to the various intersect-
ing curves in Fig. 4, where Qs of designated modes clearly decrease
with increasing temperature whereas Qs of the parasitic modes are
almost constant.

C. Magnetic field dependence
Applying an external static magnetic field B has strong effects

on superconductors, but basically leaves the other materials, such
as the dielectric substrates, unaffected. For Nb, as type-II supercon-
ductor, the external magnetic field penetrates as quantized vortices
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FIG. 6. Resonance frequency fm in (a) and quality factor Qm in (d) normalized to the data at B = 0 T for the TiO2 flip-chip setup Rf with the harmonic modes measured in
Fig. 2, measured at T = 2 K. (b) shows fm for 1 T < B < 2 T and (c) for 0.1 T < B < 0.6 T. The black arrow marks the starting point of decrease of fm at B = 0.2 T, and the
red arrow marks an abrupt change in decrease of fm at B = 0.4 T.

for fields higher than the lower critical field Bc1 until supercon-
ductivity is fully suppressed (in the bulk) at the upper critical field
Bc2. In our experiment, the external static magnetic field is applied
roughly parallel to the Nb thin film of the resonator, and thus
strong changes in the CPW performance are expected for fields of
order 100 mT (in contrast to order 1 mT for perpendicular field).83

Due to this field arrangement and the strong dependence of super-
conducting properties on Nb material quality,84 it is difficult to
quantitatively relate observed field-dependent effects to theoretical
expectation. Still, the magnetic field dependence can help to assign
resonator modes.

Figure 6 shows the field dependence of fm and Qm, both
normalized to the respective zero-field values, at temperature
T = 2 K for the Rf device. With increasing external static magnetic
field and thus increasing vortex density, the microwave losses in
the superconductor increase and thus result in a decreasing fm,
as clearly visible in Fig. 6(a). Similar to the temperature depen-
dence in Fig. 3, the designed and the parasitic modes assemble
as well-separated bundles. The designated modes decrease more
strongly with field due to the larger filling fraction of supercon-
ducting material within the mode volume compared to the parasitic
modes. As indicated by arrows in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c), two kinks in
the data can be identified around 0.2 and 0.4 T. From comparison
with literature,84–86 the first kink can be assigned to the first critical
field Bc1, where vortices start to enter. The second kink indicates the

second critical field Bc2, where superconductivity ceases in the bulk,
while surface superconductivity continues for much higher static
magnetic fields.

The field dependence of Qm in Fig. 6(d) shows related behav-
ior: again two kinks, for Bc1 and Bc2, can be identified around 0.2
and 0.4 T. Above Bc1, the designed CPW modes exhibit strongly
suppressed Qm, while most of the parasitic modes are much less
affected and hardly have any decrease in Qm. Here, one should keep
in mind that the absolute zero-field Qm of the parasitics is already
much lower than for the CPW modes. The additional “oscillatory”
field dependence of some of the modes (e.g., n = 11, n = 13, p = 3,
p = 5, p = 6) is due to overlap of the resonances in the microwave
spectra with standing wave contributions of the background of the
microwave spectra, which in these cases has not been fully cov-
ered by the fitting procedure and which changes as a function of
field (and temperature) as the resonances move in frequency. This
effect becomes more pronounced for broader resonances and thus
for higher fields and temperatures.

D. Power dependence
Another strategy to probe the nature of the different resonances

concerns power dependence, i.e., studying the nonlinear behavior
of the superconducting element. Here, we focus on the behavior at
temperature 2 K, i.e., much lower than Tc. With increasing power,
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basically three regimes are expected:87–90 for low probing power,
the resonator response is linear and fm and Qm are independent of
power. For higher powers, the losses, e.g., due to thermally excited
quasiparticles lead to a temperature increase, which in turn leads
to a reduction of fm and Qm, following the behavior discussed in
Sec. III B. For even higher powers, the current density induced by
the microwave field overcomes the critical current density of the
superconductor at some position within the resonator. (The local
microwave power depends strongly on the mode and its standing-
wave pattern.) At this moment, the superconductor turns normal at
this position, and then the resonator properties change dramatically
and exhibit certain characteristics of a metallic resonator, such as
much lower Qm and fm.

This generic behavior is indeed found in our data, as seen in
Fig. 7 for various exemplary resonances of both devices Rf and Rp.
Considering the harmonic mode n = 11 of Rf in Fig. 7(b), one sees
that for powers below +3 dBM (cyan curve) the resonance is basi-
cally unchanged for all powers. For the range from +3 dBM to
+10 dBM (orange curve), the resonance becomes broader and
weaker for increasing powers and shifts to lower frequencies,
but the line shape is still Lorentzian and can be properly fit-
ted by Eq. (2). For higher powers the situation changes drasti-
cally: e.g., for +17 dBM, there is an abrupt jump in the spectrum
at 7.988 GHz.

Above this frequency, the data follow a much broader reso-
nance curve that is characteristic of the resonator being (at least
partially) not superconducting any more but in the metallic state. In
some cases, one can also clearly identify a second jump, back into the
superconducting state, e.g., in Figs. 7(c), 7(e), and 7(g) for resonator
Rp. Whenever jumps occur in the resonance spectra, it is not possible
to determine unique values for fn and Qn for the full spectrum. Com-
parable nonlinear behavior in planar superconducting resonators
has been studied for various cases,87–90 and different microscopic
origins and theoretical descriptions have been discussed, but for
our goal of just distinguishing different types of resonator modes,
we do not aim at a quantitative description of the nonlinear
behavior.

If one fits the observed resonance spectra for all modes and
powers to Eq. (2), thus disregarding that the fit will not work well
for spectra that include jumps, one obtains power-dependent val-
ues of fm and Qm. Here, we focus on the behavior of Qm as shown
in Fig. 8 for both devices, Rf and Rp. For lowest tested powers,
all modes have power-independent Qm, thus indicating the lin-
ear regime. For higher powers, there are cases where Qm smoothly
evolves into decreasing behavior and others where this decrease
starts abruptly. The latter are those where jumps in the spectra set
in at a critical power, and thus the spectra are not fitted properly
any more.

FIG. 7. Measured spectra of transmission coefficient ∣Ŝ21∣ for different harmonic and parasitic modes from the two setups Rf in panels (a) and (b), with powers between
−2 dBm (blue curve) and +17 dBm (brown curve) in steps of 1 dB, and Rp in panels (c)–(h), with powers between −50 dBm (blue curve) and +17 dBm (brown curve) in
steps of 3 dB. For greater powers P anharmonicities arise, which are characterized by sharp changes of ∣Ŝ21∣. The decreased background of the spectra for high power is a
result of the nonlinearity of the employed amplifier.
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FIG. 8. Quality factor Q in dependence of the power P for (a) the Rf case and (b) the Rp case, measured at T = 2 K.

When it comes to distinguishing regular resonator harmonics
from parasitic modes, we find the general trend that the nonlinear
behavior (decreasing Qm) for resonator harmonics starts at lower
powers than for the parasitic modes. This can be explained as
follows: the nonlinear behavior sets in if the microwave-induced cur-
rent density locally overcomes a certain threshold. For the designed
modes, the microwave signal is directly induced into the CPW of
the resonator, and thus the largest current density is destined to
flow in the center conductor with its rather small cross section.
Even if we do not know the actual field distribution for the par-
asitic modes, we can assume that the current densities induced
locally in the superconducting film are substantially smaller. This
holds for “three-dimensional cavity modes,” where the microwave
field is distributed throughout the comparably large volume of sub-
strate(s) of the chip(s) as well as the sample box. Also for the
case of undesired slotline modes, the microwave electric field and
thus the induced current density in the center conductor is smaller
compared to the CPW mode, and thus a higher power has to be
supplied to the overall device to induce strong nonlinearity for such
a resonance.

E. Dielectric markers
If the in situ strategies of the previous sections do not suffice to

unambiguously assign observed resonances to specific modes of the
device, one can minutely modify the resonator structure and observe

which modes in the spectra then behave as expected. Considering
Eq. (1), one approach is changing ϵeff and thus neff in a controlled
fashion. For the designated CPW resonator modes, ϵeff includes a
contribution due to the temperature-dependent penetration depth
of the superconductor but to lowest order is the arithmetic mean
of the dielectric functions of the dielectric substrate (here, TiO2 or
Al2O3) and vacuum/air/helium gas above the substrate. One can
tune this by adding a small amount of another dielectric material
on top of the CPW.46,47 Here, we follow this strategy by using a
conventional permanent marker pen.

In this case, we use a separate device, Rp,diel, that follows the
overall design of the Rp setup, but this new chip features six res-
onators as it can be seen in Fig. 9. All six resonators were designed
to be at the same frequency, and thus the original spectrum of
this device, shown in Fig. 9, features five resonances very close in
frequency. The sixth resonator did not work properly. Here, the
task of mode assignment is extended such that one wants to iden-
tify which of the designated modes belongs to which resonator. So,
two of the resonators were “marked” in a first step and two other
resonators in a second step. The respective spectra with the fun-
damental modes around 1.54 GHz in Fig. 9 clearly show how in
each of these steps two of the resonances move to lower frequencies.
These thus belong to the resonators where pigments of the marker
pen were added, and therefore the respective modes can be assigned.
Later, the marker pigments could be removed with isopropanol and
the initial resonance frequencies were reproduced.
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FIG. 9. Identifying resonator modes by application of dielectric markers. The left column shows the design of the device Rp,diel for three different cases: original device (upper
row), device with dielectric markers attached to two of the resonators (middle row; area of dielectric markers shaded in red), device with dielectric markers attached to two
further resonators (lower row; area of dielectric markers shaded in green). The middle and right columns show the transmission spectra ∣Ŝ21∣, measured at temperature 2 K,
for the three different states of the device. Going from upper to middle row, two resonances shift due to the dielectric markers, and the same happens from middle to lower
row.

This particular strategy resembles procedures that are being
used in the field of KIDs, where resonator frequencies can be per-
manently adjusted, e.g., by laser-trimming.91 Our approach with
a marker pen is less quantitatively predictable, but it can be
implemented more easily and reversibly.

F. ESR markers
The “dielectric marker” approach as presented above is hard

to implement for the distant flip-chip design of Rf because it would
require removing the flip-chip from the sample box and later reat-
taching it, which for our way of mounting typically slightly changes
the coupling between feedline and resonator chip, and thus basi-
cally all resonance frequencies, designed as well as parasitic, change
somewhat.

Here, a different approach is possible that employs a “magnetic
marker.” More specific, we use electron spin resonance (ESR) of the
well-known paramagnet DPPH (1,1-diphenyl-2-picryl-hydrazyl)
that is commonly used as reference material in ESR spectroscopy.7
Magnetic effects are neglected in Eq. (1) and in all discussions pre-
sented so far. This is justified because the frequency-dependent
magnetic permeability for the relevant materials and settings of
our experiments are very close to unity. This changes if the ESR
condition holds

h f = gμBB (4)

with f the frequency of a driving microwave magnetic field, h
Planck’s constant, g the Landé factor of the material (for DPPH
g ≈ 2), μB Bohr’s magneton, and B the external static magnetic
field. For this combination of f and B, the microwave magnetic
field component that is perpendicular to the static magnetic field
B can induce transitions between the Zeeman-split energy levels
of the material, and this means characteristic absorption of the
microwave signal. For our case of resonance modes with almost
fixed respective frequencies f = fm, this means that if one sweeps
the external static magnetic field B and then fulfills Eq. (4), the
microwave losses due to ESR will reduce the Qm of the mode at this
particular B.

To take advantage of ESR for resonator mode identification,
we apply a small amount of DPPH at a certain position of the res-
onator chip where we expect certain resonance modes to have strong
microwave magnetic fields and thus strong ESR signal whereas other
modes with weaker or absent microwave magnetic field at this posi-
tion should exhibit weaker or absent ESR. Our resonator thus acts
like an on-chip ESR spectrometer.7,14,92,93

Figure 10 shows such an experiment, where the DPPH is
deposited at “position 1” at the short-circuited end of the λ/2-type
resonator of Rf: for all harmonics of the CPW resonator, this posi-
tion features a maximum of current and microwave magnetic field,
and thus all harmonics should exhibit a clear ESR signal. This is
indeed the case (see Fig. 10): the quality factors of the different
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FIG. 10. Normalized quality factor Q of the harmonic and parasitic modes of the
TiO2 flip-chip resonator Rf at T = 2 K in dependence of the static magnetic field B.
Here, Q is normalized to its value at B = 0 T. The DPPH sample is placed at the
short-circuited end of the resonator (the end that is not adjacent to the feedline),
as shown in the inset.

modes as function of static external magnetic field show the over-
all evolution already known from Fig. 6(a), but in addition there are
pronounced, sharp minima. These occur at combinations of fn and
B according to the ESR condition, and thus their presence demon-
strates that ESR can be used to encode information about certain
resonance modes. As expected, all investigated CPW harmonics fea-
ture a clear ESR signal. In contrast, most of the observed ESR signals
for parasitic modes at their respective fm-B-combinations are weak.
This is expected for three-dimensional cavity modes where the mode
extends over a much larger volume than the one-dimensional CPW
modes, and thus the microwave magnetic field at the position of the
DPPH sample should be much weaker than for the CPW modes,
leading to absence of observed ESR.

One exception is the p = 6 parasitic, which indeed features a
pronounced ESR signal. This could mean that this mode is a slotline
mode or a three-dimensional mode within the TiO2 substrate that
“accidently” features a substantial microwave magnetic field at the
DPPH position.

To further investigate the information that can be gained by
ESR markers, we have performed another experiment with the
DPPH deposited at a different position: we now choose “position
2” such that it should correspond to a microwave magnetic field
node of the n = 5 harmonic, and thus this mode should barely excite
ESR. For the n = 3, harmonic the microwave magnetic field should
be substantially weaker compared to position 1, whereas for the fun-
damental n = 1 harmonic, there should only be a slight reduction
and thus still strong ESR as before. In Fig. 11, we show a close-
up on the normalized quality factor Q(B) for the n = 1, 3, 5 modes
for both discussed positions. As expected, the ESR signal is almost
completely suppressed for the n = 5 mode, strongly reduced for the
n = 3 mode and slightly reduced for the n = 1 mode when going with
DPPH from position 1 to position 2. A small shift of the ESR sig-
nal to lower static magnetic fields B can be observed, which can be
attributed to a small offset field of the superconducting magnet in
the setup.

The ESR-marker technique is an elegant way to evaluate the
microwave field strengths of different resonant modes at certain

FIG. 11. Normalized quality factor Q for the n = 1, n = 3, and n = 5 modes for two
separate measurements, where DPPH is applied to different locations, positions 1
and 2, as indicated on photographs on the right.

geometrical positions and thus to verify the assignment of the modes
as being dedicated resonator modes or parasitic. Compared to the
dielectric markers of Sec. III E, it has the advantage that the qual-
ity factor of any designated mode is substantially affected only near
a single value of the external static magnetic field B, when Eq. (4)
is met, and not affected for all other values of the external static
magnetic field B and thus possibly not interfering with other main
experiments of interest.

IV. SUMMARY
This study examines differences between harmonic and para-

sitic modes of superconducting CPW resonators on a phenomeno-
logical level. Distinguishing these different types of modes can be
important for the reliable interpretation of cryogenic microwave
resonator data, and it can be particularly challenging if unconven-
tional device geometries and/or materials with unknown microwave
characteristics are involved.37 Therefore, different mode assign-
ment strategies have been presented, which can be grouped into
those that analyze typically accessible microwave data of a given
resonator structure and those that slightly modify the resonator
structure to enable clearer mode assignment. The above data con-
cern CPW resonators, but for other planar resonator geometries,
e.g., using coplanar stripline, microstrip, or stripline (triplate), they
can be directly adapted, with the exception that the marker tech-
nique might be hard to implement for closed structures, such as
stripline.

Tracking the resonance frequency fm of various modes as a
function of temperature T and external static magnetic field B
showed that designed harmonics and parasitic modes, respectively,
form separate bundles in their decrease for increasing T and B. This
is due to the superconductor having a much larger filling fraction
of the resonance mode volumes for the designed CPW modes com-
pared to the parasitic modes. For the same reason, the quality factor
Qm of the resonator harmonics exhibits stronger temperature and
magnetic-field dependence compared to parasitic modes. Also in the
power dependence, much stronger nonlinear effects are observed
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for the designed harmonic modes compared to the parasitic ones. If
such datasets are not sufficient to unambiguously assign the modes,
one can add small amounts of dielectric and/or ESR markers to
selectively tune some of the modes, and then check for the expected
changes in the microwave response. While any of the presented tech-
niques might be sufficient for mode assignment, we found that in the
more challenging cases the combination of several of them is most
convincing.
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